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The joy of life comes from our encounters with new experiences, and hence 
there is no greater joy than to have an endlessly changing horizon, for 

each day to have a newer, stronger and a better us! 

Dear Family@TOS, Parents, Staff and Students, 

Greetings to all my beloved students and parents from FS and KS1. 

A very warm welcome to each one of you and wishing you all a grand, successful, and memorable 

academic year 2020-2021, on behalf of all of us in the Oxford Fraternity. 

As we all know that Foundation years of our children are the stepping ladders to their future, we 

believe it is essential for each one of us to put our best foot forward in every step of learning and 

thus also celebrate each of its accolades too, in this journey of life. 

We are delighted to inform you that at The Oxford School Dubai, we take utmost care about the 

wellbeing of all the members of our Oxfordian Community. Especially in these challenging and 

unprecedented times, where the pandemic has affected each one of us. 

We believe that the holistic development of any individual dwells within the individual’s wellbeing. 

We appreciate your unconditional faith and trust bestowed upon us through all times. We must 

appreciate the fact that each one of us survived this crucial phase in our lives, which has made us 

stronger and more resilient. 

What is Pastoral care? 

Pastoral care is a contemporary term for an ancient model of emotional, social and spiritual support 

that can be found in all cultures and traditions. The term is considered inclusive of distinctly non-

religious forms of support, as well as support for people from different religious communities. 

What is Well-being? Wellbeing or wellness is the condition of an individual or group. A higher 

level of wellbeing means that in some sense, the individual’s or group’s condition is more positive. 

Wellness refers to diverse and interconnected dimensions of physical, mental, and social wellbeing 

that extend beyond the traditional definition of health. It includes choices and activities aimed at 

achieving physical vitality, mental alacrity, social satisfaction, a sense of accomplishment, and 

personal fulfilment”. 

Everyone is unique and special to us. We are here to help you as with your wellbeing and pastoral 

care as we believe that every conflict comes with a resolution. Since we will work forward as an 

Oxfordian family, I request you to contact the undersigned for any issues regarding any conflicts 

which need intervention, please contact me through email Betsy.m@oxford.sch.ae or call me at 

04-254 3666 ext. 108. 

We take this opportunity to express our deepest gratitude towards your continued support, 

understanding and faith in our Educational Institution! 

Thanks and Regards, 

Betsy Mammen Mathew, 

Head of FS & In-charge of Pastoral Care for FS & KS1 

http://www.oxford.sch.ae/

